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1. A BRIEF HISTORY 

Space Invaders was the creation 
of Toshihiro Nishikado, a 
programmer at the Japanese video 
game company Taito Corporation. 
The game's intense and demanding 
game play made it a huge success 
in Japan .. . in fact, the country 
suffered a shortage of hundred yen 
coins because players were putting 
them all in the Space Invaders 
machines! Taito quickly capitalized on 
the success of Space Invaders, 
releasing an improved sequel and 
selling the American distribution 
rights to Midway. 
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Twenty-five years later, Space 
Invaders is still well known in the 
video game industry. It is inspired 
dozens of sequels on systems 
ranging from the Atari 2600 to 
the Playstation. Both Taito and 
Midway are still in business .. 
Taito continues to appeal to the 
Japanese market with such quirky 
games as Bust-A-Move and 
Densha de Go!, w hile Midway 
is the favorite of Americans w ith its 
controversial Mortal Kombat series. 



2. PREPARE FOR ACTION! 

Before you take on the invaders, 
you'll need to get your Colecovision 
game system ready for battle. 

• Connect your system to a 
compatible television set using 
an RF adapter. If you need help, 
please consult the manual 
included with your Colecovision 
game system. 

• Insert the Colecovision power 
supply into an open power outlet. 

■ Connect your favorite controllers 
to your system. Space Invaders 
Collection is compatible w ith most 
game controllers that use a 9-pin 
D-shell connector* ... simply insert 
this connector into the first 
controller port. If this controller 
wasn't specifically designed for 
the Colecovision, you will need a 
Colecovision compatible controller 

Game Cable ----~ RF Adaptor 
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with a numeric keypad in the 
second port to select options. 

• Insert Space Invaders Collection 
into the cartridge port of your 
Colecovision, with the label facing 
you. Press the cartridge down 
firmly to lock it into place. 

• Push the Colecovision power 
switch to the on position to 
begin playing. 

REMEMBER! Always turn the 
Colecovision off before removing 
or inserting game cartridges. Also, 
never turn on the system w ithout 
inserting a cartridge first. 

*CAUTION: We recommend controllers 
designed for the Atari 2600, Colecovision, or 
Sega Genesis. Opcode is not responsible for 
damage resulting from the use of controllers 
not specifica lly designed for the Colecovision 
game system. 

r-- Television Set 
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3. USING THE CONTROLLER 

Move the joystick up or down during 
the menu screen to make option 
selections. Press the left or right 
action buttons to confirm these 
decisions. 

Move the joystick left or right to 
change option selections in the 
options screen. Press the left or 
right action buttons to exit to the 
main menu. 

During game play move the joystick 
left or right to move the base left 
or right across the bottom of the 
screen. Press the left or right action 
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buttons to fire a missile at the 
invaders from the base. 

Press # on the keypad to insert a 
credit (press twice to play a two 
player game) 

Press 1 on the keypad to start a one 
player game (after a credit has been 
inserted) 

Press 2 on the keypad to start a two 
player game (after two credits have 
been inserted) 

Press * on the keypad during game 
play to pause the action. Press it 
again to continue playing . 
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4. THE BATTLE BEGINS 
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PLAY SELECT 

Cl:> SPACE INVADERS 

SPACE INVADERS PART II 

OPTIONS 

After the opening screens. you w ill 
be presented w ith the title screen 
and a menu. This menu contains 
the following three options 

SPACE INVADERS: 
The original arcade game. first 
released in the I 970's but still 
popular today. See SPACE INVADERS 
on page 5 for details. 

SPACE INVADERS PART II 
(SPACE INVADERS DELUXE): 
This sequel introduces new 
challenges and surprises to the 
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Space Invaders series. For detailed 
differences, see SPACE INVADERS 
PART II on page 7. 

OPTIONS: A list of options w hich 
allow the player to customize the 
games to their liking. Turn to page 
IO for more information. 

To select an option. move the 
invader next to the option of your 
choice by pressing up and down 
on the controller. Finally, press 
either action button to confirm 
your decision. 



5. SPACE INVADERS 

After many frustrating years, 
scientists have finally made contact 
with beings from another planet. 
That's the good news. The bad new s 
is that these aliens are bent on 
conquering the galaxy one planet 
at a time. After discovering the 
existence of Earth, the aliens send 
troops to our world in the hope of 
enslaving it. These soldiers are 
determined to reach the surface of 
our planet, and if they succeed, the 
human race is doomed! 

Fortunately, the people of Earth are 
pr par d for this assault, building 
prot ctive barriers over key military 
outpo t and manufacturing 
pow rfu l mobile cannons known 

"b ". Th bases are our best 
against the invaders, but 

. Th nemy won't quit until 
th y'v w on. and they' ll destroy 
everything th t tands in their way. .. 
in luding you! 

Remaining Lives ----, 

Scores 
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You control the base at the bottom 
of the screen. The invaders loom 
w hile a set of four barriers is 
positioned between you. The right 
hand side of the screen contains 
important information including 
the number of bases remaining 
and your score. 

Your mission is to destroy the 
invaders before they reach the 
Earth's surface or destroy all of your 
bases. To move your base, press left 
and right on your controller To fire 
missiles at your enemies, press the 
action button. 

The invaders inch toward the 
ground by first marching to the right 
edge of the screen, then dropping 
down and reversing direction. They 
start out slowly at first, but as you 
thin their ranks, the invaders w ill 
become faster and more desperate. 
As they march, the enemy drops 
bombs which erode your protective 
barriers and threaten to destroy 
your base. 

Occasionally, a mother ship will fly 
overhead, sweeping from the left 
hand side of the screen to the right 
or vice versa. Fire a missile at this 
ship and you wi ll receive a special 
point bonus for its destruction. This 
bonus is random, but the mother
ship is always worth more points 
than any of the invaders. 

Eliminate every invader and you wi ll 
be given a new round w ith a more 
dangerous army of aliens. Game 
play continues until all your bases 
have been struck by enemy fire or 
when an invader reaches Earth. If 
even on invad r touches the 
planet's surfac , th gam ends 
regard less of the number of bases 
you have remaining. Finally, play 
alternates in a two-player game; 
when one player loses a base. the 
other player assumes control. 

If your score at the end of the game 
beats the current high score. it w ill 
• be recorded until the Colecovision is 
turned off. 

SPACE INVADERS SCORE ADVANCE TABLE 
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6. SPACE INVADERS PART II 

After a humiliating defeat, the 
invaders are back, less arrogant and 
better prepared than before. They' re 
using new tactics, new soldiers and 
new technology to assure that th ir 
next invasion of Earth w ill be a 
success. The only thing that stands 
between them and their goal is 
you ... and this time, the aliens 
won't be so easily beaten. 

Again, you control the base at the 
bottom of the screen. New 
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formations of invaders loom 
ov rh ad, w hile a set of four 
barri r , each marked w ith the 
urrent round, is positioned 

b tw n you. The right hand side 
of the sere n contains important 
information including the number 
of bas remaining and your score. 

Your mission is to destroy the 
invaders before they reach the 
Earth's surface or destroy all of your 
bases. To move your base, press left 
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and right on your controller. To fire 
missiles at your enemies, press the 
action button. 

The invaders once again attack by 
marching to the edge of the screen, 
dropping downward, and then 
reversing direction. However, 
starting with the fourth round 
/or the second if you're playing 
Space Invaders Deluxe, US version), 
the aliens use different formations 
and introduce an entirely new 
invader which splits in half when hit 
with a missile. Both halves become 
smaller invaders which shrink and 
expand as they move, making them 
very difficult to hit 

There are new mother ships as well . 
In addition to the standard ship 
worth a random number of points, 
there is a special ship using a 
primitive cloaking device. This craft 
"blinks" as the cloak turns on and 

off ... while the cloak is on, the ship is 
impossible to hit. This hip is w orth a 
fixed number of points .. . 500 in the 
Japanese game, and 200 in th US 
version. 

From the fourth round 
onward, mother ship 
will replace slain inv d r 
with new soldiers, 
dropping them in 
top row of th • 
This prolon 
and strengt 
inva m 
r co nd the 
moth ip ible. 

wi th 
alien . all 
your base or 
when an inv f 
even one invader tou h 
planet's surface, the g m nds 
regardless of the numb r of b 

SPACE INVADERS PART II SCORE ADVANCE TABLE 

1 0 POINT INVADER 20 POINT INVADER 
1 ~ , iJ/li1l,l ~ ~i~ ~_Y.~~~ 

*worth 200 points in US version 
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you have remaining . Finally, play 
alternates in a two-player game; 
when one player loses a base, the 
other player assumes control. 

If your score tops the high score at 
the end of the game, it will be 
recorded and you will be given the 
chance to enter your name. Press left 
and right on the controller to select 
letters, and press an action button to 
confirm your choice. If you've made 
a mistake, select RUB and press an 
action button to delete the last letter 
entered. When finished, select 
END and press an action button to 
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register your name. Both the high 
score and your name will be 
recorded until the Colecovision is 
turned off. 



7. OPTIONS 

If the invaders are too much of a 
challenge, or if you'd just like to give 
the game a new look, you can do it 
all and more in the options menu. 
Many of the options offered here are 
the same as those available in the 
arcade games. Simply press up and 
down to move the invader next to 
the option of your choice, then press 
left or right to change that option to 
your personal preference. When 
you're finished, press the action 
button to return to the title screen . 

OPT ION!:. 

YtcR S IUN 

SCR F [N T VP [ 

fUlNII!> I If ' F 

C OIN INro 

PRF SS FIRF TO FXIT 

JAi-JAN 

COLOR 

VERSION: The Japanese and 
American versions of Space Invaders 
have subtle differences. The default 
selection, JAPAN, credits Taito for 
both games and gives the player 
more points for destroying a flashing 
UFO in Space Invaders Part II. The 
alternate selection, USA, cred its 
Midway for both games and gives 
Space Invaders Part II a new name, 
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Space I 
new inv 
Invader 

uses int 
during t 
the Jap 
new for 
round o 

ile 
he 

US Version 



SPACE INVADERS DELUXE VARIATION CHART 

JAPANESE TAITO PART II 

500 POINT FLASHING UFO 
, 4TH RND NEW FORMATIONS 
~ .RND.SP';;fil 

SCREEN TYPE; By default, the 
game is set to COLOR, though a 
BLACK & WHITE option is available, 
The color used in COLOR mode 
depends on the version selected ... 
JAPAN mode offers a full color 
display, while US mode simulates a 
monochrome display enhanced with 
a color overlay. 

LIVES: This option lets you select the 
number of lives you'll receive at the 
start of each game. The default 
option, 3, gives the player three lives 
per credit, just like in the arcade 
version. You may also choose to start 
each game with 4, 5, or 6 lives. Five 
and six lives are only available in th 
original Space Invaders ... in Space 

Color (Default) 
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US. MIDWAY DELUXE 

200 POINT FLASHING UFO 
',, 2ND RND NEW FORMATIONS 

LITTING INVADERS 

Invaders Part 11, selecting five lives 
wi ll giv you three instead, and 
selecting six lives will give you four. 

BONUS LIFE: The original Space 
Invaders awards players with an 
extra life after reaching a target 
score. That target score is set to 

1 500 points by default, but it can be 
changed to I 000 points for an easier 
game. This option is not available in 
Space Invaders Part II. 

COIN INFO: By default, both Space 
lnvad rs and Space Invaders Part II 
w ill display the number of credits 
n d d to begin the game. Setting 
this to NO will hide this information. 

Black and Wh_ite (Optional) 



8. HINTS AND TACTICS 

from re 
blastin 

• Your base can only fire one missile 
at a time. If you miss the invaders, 
you'll have to wait until the missile 
leaves the screen before you can 
fire another. Make those shots 
count! 

bottom 11 I t 
or all th l • right 
most column. 

• The barriers are most effective 
when used creatively. Peck a hole 
through a barrier with your shots, 
then continue to fire to hit 
invaders while guaranteeing 

• Y: '\ ll \ l ' y Jur own 

your safety. 

• As you continue to play, you'll 
discover strategies which slow th 

9. CREDITS 
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PROGRAM: Eduardo Mello (Arcade version by Toshihiro Nishikado for Taito C rp. J,1pr1n.) 
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GAME CARTRIDGE LIMITED NINETY DAY WARRANTY 

OPCODE GAMES, INC. warrants to the original consumer purchaser of this cartridge that it w ill be free of defects in 
material or w orkmanship for ninety days from the date of purchase under normal use. 

ff your cartridge fails to operate properly DURING THE FIRST NINETY DAYS AFTER ITS PURCHASE, return it postage 
prepaid and rnsured, with your name, address, proof of the date of purchase and a brief description of the problem, to: 

Opcode Games, Customer Service 
CP 17, Ma1rinque -SP. Braz,I, 18120-970 

If your cartridge is found to be defective up to ninety days a er its purchase, It will be repaired or replaced at no cost to 
you. If the cartridge is found to have been abused or damaged by its owner rt will not be covered by the warranty and 
you will be informed in advance of the cost to repair or replace 

Opcode's sole and exclusive liability for defects in marenal and \NOOCmansh1p shall be limited to repair or replacement 
at O,xode Games headquarters. and Opcode shall in no event be liable for incidental or consequential damages. This 
warranty does not obligate Opcode to bear the cost of uansponaoon charges in connection with the repair or 
replacement of defective parts. 

This warranty is invalid if the damage or defect is caused by ac:odenl act of God, consumer abuse, unauthorized 
alteration or repair; vandalism, or misuse. 

This warranty is made in lieu of any other express warranty. arK1 except for the foregoing warranty w hich is exclusive, 
there is no other express warranty being made. 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may haw, Olher nghts which vary by location. 

Opcode Games, Customer Service, CP 17, Mairinque -SP. Brazil, 181 20-970 

RC8001 REV D 102003 OPCODE GAMES, INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED PRINTED IN BRAZIL 
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